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i SYmOLS USED IN TILTr !

A area, im 2

,_ Aabs minimal absorber area, km2 |

• Ass mirror reflectia$ area, _2 t

_- a absorption coefficient
W

, B angle between l and radius vector from Earth, des

b reflection coefficient

,. C capital costs, 1976 dollars

C teuperature, Celsiu_

c velocity of light, 3x10s ma-l

'_ Dm mirror diameter, km

i Ds beam spot diamater on Earth. kl

i E pover, kwh yr-1

! _ electric field vector

F force, N

_ Fab s radiation force, absorption, N

Fre f radiation force, reflection, N

Fg gravity gradient force, N

f (1 + h/re )-1

f' effective focal length of _4rror, knt

_ G gravitational constant, Nm2kg -2

" So gravitation£1 acceleration at zero altitude, 9.8 ma-2

H malpzetic field vector

h altitude, kn

I I o space solar constant, 1.4 kM/a -2
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i Incllnatlon, des

E error in ground spot position, percent

L angle subtended by great arc, deg

M Earth' s mass, ks

u' muss, ks 5
-j

Ne refZector points vhen _ = i J

N_ reflector polnts when i - O" or 90° _

gi reflector points when mirrors uust transit zenith and i _ O" or 90"

i gt reflector points, mlnlnun theoretlcal when i _ O" or 90"

unit vector along no_mul to mirror

P satelllte period, hrs

+
p wave momentum density, kgms-lm -3

Q intensity, theoretlcal, ktJht"2

R distance from Earth's center, ba

Ra satellite utrror radius, Im

r radius, kn

r' rate of return, percent yr -I

re Earthts radius, ka '

Ar linear dlsplacement of ground spot, Im

S distance, mirror to ground spot, kn
•
•_ _ Poynting vector ._--.

•i __ uniC vec_.or along Posturing vector

t elapsed tim, s

it At orbit raisins t/ae, 8
, u acc#leration, as"2

I W radiation concentration

i1
:l
I
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I W3D Ideal three dlnsnslon81 mirror cemcentratlon
W orblt-avera8ed concentrationI

I y lifetlae, yr

a angle subtended by sum at, Karth, 0.0093 red or 0.53 °

I & y orbit Inclluetlon to ecZ1ptlc, de8
6 anLle of incidence or reflection, de8

@

A6 angular deviation of mirror, dq

6(t) ansular velocity of airro-, red s -1

_(t) ausular acceleration of mirror, red s -2

0 viewlns or _levation 8hale, des

rise averase elevatlon, des

mass separation, kn

l latitude, des

alrror fill factor

0 density, kgm"3

:| o areal density, kp -2
!
, x torque, Nut

_ one-half of cone Shale, de8

zenith angle to sun mirror elevation relative to Earth's center, de8

_u _ when elevation is 30", de8
- ,

rin angle, deg
t -

, V gradient operator

v
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I_CTOIff ASSESSMENT OF ORBITIMC REFLECTORS

W
FOR TERRESTRIAL POWER GENERATION

II

Kenneth W. Billman, Wil,:am P. Cilbreath, and Stuart W. ]_wen t

Alpes Reseaxch Center

SUIMaaY
!

t

The use of orbiting mirrors for providing energy to ground conversion
stations to produce electrical power is shown to be a viable, cost effective
and environmentally sound alternative to satellite solar power stations and
conventional power sources. This i8 accomplished with the use of very light-
weight metal coated polymeric films as mirrors which, after deployment at
800 kn, are placed in operational orbit and controlled by solar radiation
pressure. Relations are developed showing the influence of a nunber of paras-

: eters -- mirror altitude, orbit inclination, period, mirror size end number,

i and atmospheric effects- on the reflected insolation that may be received by
i a ground spot as a function of location. Space technology drivers appear to
I be the pointins and control of such structures, material lifetimes in space

I_ and an advanced earth-to-orbit transport system. The around station is shown

I to be the major component of the total system investment, since the cost of
reflectors in space is much less than that of the ground station. Some

l attractive alternative uses of the reflector are briefly discussed as benefi-

t cial adjuncts to the system. The environmental issues of principal concernappear to be the possible perpetual twilight that neighboring communities

Light experience and the land area required, while atmospheric effects are
believed to be minimal and perhaps beneficial. Bus electricity costs are
shown to range from about 25 to less than 10 mills/kWh, depending on the state
of technology employed and the system size. Capital requirements are large
for optimum systems, that is, those capable of meeting the U.S. or world power
needs. Possibilities are described, however, for adding incrementally to the
natural insolation received at existing solar facilities.

INTRODUCTION

tI

The seemingly insatiable need of the wcrld community for energy has
, recently prompted the examination of many alternate sources to substitute for

: our increnstnsly expensive and limited supply of fossil fuel. At first glance,
solar energy mould appear environmentally attractive and in limitless supply.
However, research over many years aimed at exploiting this resource on a large
scale for electrical and other htgh-enthalpy use has not succeeded in replac-
ins the less costly fossil fuel alternatives. This economic disadvantage
sterne from a nuuher of factors. The first is the "dilutaness" or low energy

_NASA Consultant.
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density of solar radiation (amounting aL most to 950 g/m 2 when the Sun is st
zenith) which dsndJ a ver_ large collection area for nsantngful system out-
p_t power. Second, the radiation source is not stationary in the sky. thus
denmdin8, for effecti-:e operation, active tracking by the large area col-
lector. Finally, the solar intnsity is not constant -- varying according to
the day-night cycla, the tins of day, the seasons, the weather, and local
obscuratton phenomena- effactp demanding energy storage facilities for con-
tinnous power output. These latter factors reduce the continuous solar inten-
sity of 1.4 kW/mz (one solar constant) available above our planet's atmosphere t
to a usefui yearly tins-averaged tnt_ustty in the United States of only

: O. 2 kW/n2. All of the aforementioned factors conspire against the economic
viability of this otherwise desirable source of energy.

To avoid sany of these problems, ea interesting concept has been proposed
(ref. 1) to place the energy collection system in space, either a solar cell
array or thernal cycle, which provides an almost continuous supply of electri-
cal energy to a phased-array of ztcrmmv_ generators. This radiation Is
directed, virtually unattanuated, through the atmosphere to a ground station
where a recteuna converts the microwaves to usable electrical output power.
This satellite solar power system (SSPS) has received much study (ref. 2).
Its most serious detractors point to its reliance on considerable technolcqi-
ca1 edvt_aceneat to achieve electrical output which is cost coupetitive with
altexlute nuclear or fossil fuel derived power, and to possible, though as yet
not completely assessed, ecological effects. However, as recently suggested
(ref. 3), such a apace-related solution to our energy dilemma would certainly
represent a bonus payoff from our support of space research of the past.

In this document we have examined another space-orlented concept -- the
:i. possibility and economic vlability of using large ulrrors In space to reflect

solar energy to selected ground sites where the conversion to electrical

! energy is rode. The intent is to provide, by a minimal number of mirrors
placed in sultabla orbits, both high solar intensity (i.e., concentration) and
continuity_ thus elimlnatin8 most of the aforementioned factors which normally

] make "solar retainS" economically untenable. Although we have found in the
t

; preparation of this document that space nlrrors have received linitad consid-
i erstlon before (refs. 4-6), to our knowledge such a study incorporating a
I number of innovations made here and directed to the economic generation of

electrical power has not been made. Our main goal here is to (1) make an
initial technology assessment of this approach, determining the near-term

areas and those which present challenges, and (2) to examine the possible
environmental and economic payoffs attendant to its iuplameatation.

4

(;ZNERALCONCEPT

Before bqtunlng the tachnoloKical enni_stton of the subeleaents of the
orbiting mirror system, it is useful to exsnine it as a whole. The desire is
to provide concentrated and con_.tnupus insolation to one (or more) 8round
sites. The concentration can be affected by focussing the /_ase of the Sun,
by nssns of refractive or reflective optics located in space at alttt_le h,

, 2
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onto the ground receiver. As can be seen schematically in figure i, both the
angular subtense of the Sun, c = 1.39x106 ka/1.5xlO 8 _a = 9.27 ewad and the |

1: large distances of orbital satellites, provide a lower 1/_it to this image
size. If s planar mirror of dia_ter _a is used, this minimal size is
Ds = Dm cos 6 + ha where 6 is the mean ankle of incidence (and reflection)
of the solar radiation on the mirror. An improveuent in concentration can be
made by providing at a given orbit position a three-diuens_onal array of such

i planar elements (called a Fresnel Field) spatially arranged and individuallypointed in such a fashion that each of the reflected images coincides at the |
receiver. This focussing system provides a minimal Sun image size of |
Ds = f'a where, to first order, the focal length is equal to the orbital |
altitude, f* " h.

1We note two facts from this minimal size. First, the dimension is

large -- amounting to approx/mataly h/lO0 or 10 ka even for an orbit altitude
_ of 1,000 ks. Secondly, if we wish to achieve concentrated radiation in this

area, that is in excess of aubient terrestrial peak solar values, we must pro-
vide a total mirror collection area in space which exceeds this area. Thus,

although we can choose to provide a ground station smaller than Ds (based
upon the economics of incremental approach to system set-up), the requirement
for concentrated radiation sets the minimal scale for the mirror system in

excess of Ds m ha.

Of course, within limits, large mirror structures are possible in the
weightlessness of space. Of particular importance to our study is the recent
development of low mass per unit area mirror materials (various plastics)
overcoated with reflective metal coatings and the possible development of low
mass structural supports and controls. The goal of the Solar Sail Program now
being investigated by NASA is to reach with such a system an area density of ,_
3-6 g/m 2. Using such technology, we assume the feasibility of providing a
focussing mirror array, which we call a satellite mirror, of the type dis-
cussed above and as shown in figure l(b). The individual mirrors will be

"free-flyers," that is, individually controlled and chosen in size to be con-
sistent with near-term technology. The satellite mirror area will, of course,
be the sum of these mirror areas.

: The insertion of the mirrors into orbit will be accomplished in two or
three stages. Earth to low orbit (LEO) lift can be provided by a Shuttle-like
vehicle, or perhaps for cost effectiveness, a new Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle,
followed by lift to approximately 800-kin altitude with an OMS package on the

_ shuttle or by an orbital transfer vehicle (OTV). Finally, the low area den-
sity of the mirror will allow the structure to be lifted to final altitude by

, means of solar sailing. While in orbit, the possible use of radiation pres-
sure for station-keeping as well as mirror pointing is suggested. This multi-
ple use of radiation pressure will hopefully reduce significantly the need
and attendant transportation costs, for expendables required by other propul-
sive techniques.

::I A critical consideration in the orbiting mirror concept is the choice, of
._ the nany possibil_tiss, of the optimtm _trror orb_Lt. This _s couplicatad by

many opposins considerations such as minimal spot slsa (h small) yet continuous

3
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irradiation (the over-slte viewing time increases with h) the many possible
orbit inclinations, the number and placement of ground sites, and flnally,
practicality and economic considerations. Clearly, a full parametric study of
thls is necessary. We have considered certain cases, as seen in figure 2,
such as a geo-etatlonary orbit which, having a period of one sldereal day,
provides simple energy continuity since it remains fi_edlnviewof the receiver.

Lower orbits give smaller image size and thus demand smaller mirrors.
: However, a complication arises because of their shorter periods. This necessl-

tates the use of more than one satelllte mirror so arranged that at any time
at least one is over the ground site within a useful observation region
(chosen to be a right cone of maxlmumangLa relative to the zenith of 60"). e

Polar, equatorial and other orbits have been examined. The number of satel-
lite mirrors and their requisite area to provide a reflected, continuous
insolation of 1.4 kl_/m 2, including atmospheric and geometric effects, has been
examined as a function of altitude.

The conversion of this radiation to electrical power is considered by two
techniques: the indirect method commonly considered for "solar farming" of a
thermal cycle and the direct conversion using a flat array of photovoltalc
(cadmium sulfide) solar cells. Both are considered in terms of near-term

(1980) technology, allowing realistic cost estimates. Importantly, it is
found that even a minimal system will make a significant contribution to the

' U.S. energy needs and, furthermore, the cost appears competitive with that
afforded by fossil and nuclear alternatives.

Finally, the key issues in environmental impact and multiple use aspects
of the system are briefly identified. The transmission of solar energy into
our ecusphere would appear to be the least obtrusive of possible wavelengths.

_ A positive environmental impact would certainly be to consezve our dwindling
supply of fossil fuels as well as to remove the pollution accompanying their
use for power generation. These, and similar considerations, would appear to
outweigh the possible negative effects of land usage and atmospheric scatter
leading to sky-glow in the vicinity of the ground stations. An attempt has
been made to examine an attractive feature of this system: its multiple use

'_ capability. Thus. in addition to its primary function of producing electrical
energy for the industrialized nations, those mirrors which are simultaneously
oyez agrarian countries can be providing concentrated and continuous solar

; energy for their important needs such as extending the food growth season and
yield, and the desalination and pumping of water for irrigation purposes. '_

_: Such usage may, in fact, be the first as the system is incrementally brought _ _;
into existence. _

i:l
i:I onIT cOSIDE TIOS

r

• It is apparent from the minimum spot size relation (0.0093 h) that orbits "
nearer to the Earth's surface will requi_:e correspondingly smaller Earth '
receivers (and, as we will see, less complex orbiter reflectors) and thus, by
using these lower orbits one can significantly reduce the magnitude of the

I
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required engineering. Besides the lessened capltal requirements, transporta-

tion and operation costs should be reduced. In this section we consider the
relative merits and llabilltles of several orbit options. Four classes of
orbits considered are shown in figure 2. These nre geostatlonary (GEO), low
altitude equatorial, polar (including Sun synchronous) and Incllned orbits in !_

, general. As the latter class is most usefel for mld-latltude ground stations,
a large portion of the discussion is devoted to the apparent necessity of an
array of equal inclination orbi_ planes, as shown in figure 3 (termed Iso-

inclination orbit planes).

An _quatorially positioned mirror at GEO has the advantage of being sta-
• tionary relative to a single ground station and can service it on a continuous

basis, except for a 1 percent down time when it is eclipsed by the Earth.
Lesser orbits result in shorter periods (varies as the 3/2 power of the
radius), decreasing to about 90 mln at low Earth orbit (LEO). Since the
ceflector is not stationary relative to a ground point, it can provide energy
to that point only on an Intermlt_ent basis, at best only when It is above the
lo_al horizon and for practical purposes (as shown below) usually only when

its elevation is above 30 °. Thus, for continual lllumlnatlon a number of
satellites must be provided. Thls number depends on the orbit altitude, its
Incllnatlon, the Sun _hado_rlng period, and the insolation desired.

Although the imaged spot size diminishes with decreasing altitude a lower
bound exists, other considerations aside, to the altitude we may employ. This ,_

limit is imposed because of atmospheric drag causing orbital deca_. The low ,

ballistic coefficient of the proposed str.cture requires a minimum operation
altitude of 1750 km to provide a lifetime of 100 years, an adequate margin for

a _roposed service duration of thirty years. This is for circular orbits, the i

option is available of using eccentric orbits, whereby one can achieve 900 km. !

_ but with an apogee of I0,000 km, and a I00 year Ills. Further, as discussed
later, solar sailing techniques can perhaps be employed to counter the drag

: and altitudes as low as 800 km can be used.

Reflectors Required

For energy continuity at the ground spot, it is necessary Co establish
reflector orbits in such a manner that at least one mirror is in view of a

given ground station at all times. Obviously, it is also necessary that this
mirror is not shadowed (supportive conditions to this requirement are consid-
ered later). Basically, the number required to meet this condition is depen-
dent on the location of the ground station and the orbit altitude. The frac-

_ tion of sky viewed from one point is limited. Due t9 a number of effects,
' discussed later, the reflected radiation received by _ ground station dimin-

, ishes with decreasing elevation angle. An elevation angle of 30 ° has been
chosen as a minimum for recetval of useful quantities of radiation and this
value will be assumed in the following, unless otherwise stated. Given this

. angle, 0, fixed the following evaluatlon can be employed (see fiE. 4) to
determine the fraction of an orbit (which passes through the station's zenith)

that can be viewed from a single spotz

= 90" - [e + sin'l(f cos e)] , f _ (i + hlre)"I (1)

5
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_here _ is the angular position of the mirror as seen from the orblt's cen-
ter, and r e , the Earth's radius. When 0 = 30 ° , _m is found to vary from
18.9 ° to 52.5" as the altitude changes from 2000 to 35,800 kin. Thus, ground
stations which are fixed relative to a slnsle orbit plane would require only

Se = 3600/2_ m (2) .

satellites in order to maintain one mirror above 30 ° at all times. Unfortun-

ately, only at three latitude voints _.s an orbit-fixed ground spot possible.

A single equatorial belt with Ne cqually spaced mirrors will "fill the sky"
above any ground station on the equator as each mirror will rise and set on a
true east-west line. Similarly, a single ground station at each pole will be
serviced by a north-south belt. At all other £atltudes the ground station
rotates with respect to a given belt, passing under the belt t_+c_ _aily,
p_ovlding that the belts' inclination, i, to the equator is g_ than the
station's latitude.

Ground stations, located off the equator, could still derive some benefit
from a single equatorial reflector belt. However, the mirrors will no longer
pass directly overhead, and at stations of increasing latltude the mirrors

will be below the chosen elevatlon minimum of 30° for increasing periods. The

latter effect m_y be compensated for by placlng additional mirrors in the belt.

For example (as can be found from eq. (3)), ground stations at latitudes of
N or S i0° would require nearly two additional mirrors at an h of 2000 km,

compared to the 9-1/7 necessary to service equatorial sites. And, for this

altitude, at 18.9° N or S each satelllte would only be seen for the instant,

at 30° elevation, as it passes due S or N of the station, respectively. _

As the latitude of the desired ground station becomes larger than _m, _ +
there are two choices. 1 First, the equatorial belt may be retained but the
mirrors must be in higher altitude orbits, to increase the cone angle. The
equatorial number required for a station at latitude A may be found from an
approxima_e modified form of equation (2).

, = 360°
Ne (3)

, 2(_m2 _ _::)1/2
t i

: To reach latitude 32 ° (southwestern United States, for example) with much

effectiveness, b could be chosen as I0,000 km, resulting in _m of 40.3"by •
!

+ equation (I) and Ne - 14.7, instead of the four mlrrors tequlred at tbls
altitude for equatorial stations. From this southwest U.S. locatlon, although

a mirror would always be above 30", s maximum elevation of only 41.6" could be
I obtained.2

The other alternative is to place the reflectors into a number of orbit

planes, each with the same inclination but separated inertially by equal

_ 1Similar argumeuts apply to the use of the polar belt.
' 2The maximum elevation may be found from equation (_0), discussed later.

/-

i 6
,I
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degrees of longitude and by equal degrees of anomaly Ms shown in figure 3. In ,_
this situation as the ground station rorstes it will pass under new orbit ]j

' planes. To make use of the satellltes in both asce,_dlng and descending nodes,
the orbit planes at i inclination would be somewhat greater than the sites'
latitude. We Immediately see, that the number of T_irrors required to meet the 4

30 ° viewing elevatlon criterion, is larger than _e since in the equatorla!
case each mirror Is euployed each time it orbits. Wlth Inclined nrbits a |

given mirror will only pass directly over a station twice a day; once asc_-_ng !_ and once descending as shown in figure 5. (This is rigorously true only _
the orbits are "integer," whlch can be achieved If a given _Irror's period in
hours is In integer dlvlsor of 24. 3 Addltlonally, the orbit altitude and |

" _ incllnatlon must be chosen such that a "compatlblllty ''_ _lsts with the ground ]

si:e during a later orbit as shown for an example 3 hr orbit period In fig. 5.)

_he number of mirrors required in an inclined orbit, NI, is given approximately
• by the ratio of 24 hr to twice the el, vation viewing period - the time each

cakes to pass through the zenith while transversinS the 120 ° sky angle over a _ -
ground station. The period of a circular orbit is given by

P = I._ f-3/2 hr (4)

so that

2_.44.36__oo= 154__!f312 _5)
NI 4_ P

Ni is found to vary fronL about 54 at h = 2000 km to a little over 9 at
10,000 km. It cau be seen that for latitudes moderately removed from the
equator, this process is more effective than that governed by equation (3).
The equi-longttude array of satellites has the further advantage over the

= equatorial belt concept for these removed latitudes in that the average eleva-
tion angle of the mirror in the former case is higher.

Equation (5) represents the minimum number of mirrors required with the
p_cvtso that each passes overhead. (These orbits may be established to meet

• thts criterion for a particuiaz sround spot; they wtll also exactly match a

_ numbar of other stations, related to the first by a longitude-latitude relation.
Additionally, at times, there may be other mirrors that pass through the view-
ing cone of a station but do not transit the zenith. The second orbit pass In
figure 5 illustrates this case. Because useful reflected radiation (from

_' above an elevation of 30 °) may also be received from these nonzenith passes
_ the size of each mirror, needed to produce a given average Insolation at the
, ground station, may be reduced. An estimate of the number of "extra" mirrors

_ may be found by first dividing the global area covered by the set of tso-
Inclination orbits by the area of a single viewing circle, that is,

31nteger orbits repeat relative to a gro_md station In a period somewhat
different than a _Idereal day due to the effects of oblsteness.

_Compattbtltty is defined such that a satellite passes through the zenith

above s ground site twice a day.

7
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i 4_r 2 sin 2 sin
Nt = 2_r2(1 - cos *) = 1 - cos * (6)

Thus, a 2000-km orbit of t = 40", radiating between N and S 40" has
Nt _ 24, compared to Ni ,)f 54. Nt is both *_he theoretical number of ground

": stations and, at a given instant, the number of mirrors in viewing cones that

will pass through stations' zeniths- that is one for each station. Ni - Nt
is then the number of extra mirrors while the ratio of thin value to I_t is

the number of nonzenith passing mirrors within a station'_ viewing cone on a _ i
time-averaged basis.

Orbit Insolation _

A real consideration for a reflector providing illumination is tile

t eclipsing effect of the Earth -- at times most orbits will be shadowed. This _
i problem can be dealt with in two ways. First, by development of relay tech-
I niques whic_ permit sunl._ mirrors to reflect their received radiance to other ]

_ mirrors and thence through a **master" to the station of interest. This con- _+

cept is explored in the next section. And, second, we may select orbits thaL _
will minimize the shadowing problem. J

Orbit elevatio_ providing continuous insolation may be found from _he
_. relation

: h _'" re (csc y - l) (7)

where y is the inclination of the orbit relative to the Earth-Sun line, as i

_ is indicated in figure 6. Since this line will vary +23.5 ° relative to the _
_ equator it is apparent that a polar orbit, for example, may have a T as ++

small as 66.5 °, providing that its east-west axis is maintained roughly normal
to the Sun's radiation (i.e., in a Sun synchronous o=bit). Any such Sun-

synchronous near-polar orbit above 575 im will satisfy equation (7). Although
such low orbits provide smaller ground spots which is very advantageous from •

_ an initial invest_nt's standpoint, the lifetime is short because of drag.
(The drag problem can be circumvented by using an orbit with its perigee, at
the pole, of 900 km and an apogee of 10,000 ks, but then it s_rvices only one +"

-' pole and the effects of _.arth obl.tenees ++ill gradually sh_ft the line of
, apsides away from the polar orientation. Alternatively, solar sailing can be

used to.counter drag down to about lO00 km if _trror usefulness is to be

+/. retained,) Higher orbits would permit service to ground stations at much "
lover latitudes, below the 60th with orbit altitudes of 10,000 ks, as much the
sane arguments apply here as with the equatorial belt case. It is important

+ i to _.mphasize that polar belts, although onlF passing directly over the two '
+'_ stations, have the great advantage by equation ('_ of being continuously sun-
i lit. Actually, to achieve this they must be in zero solar drift rate orbiti

, planes- the regrea_ion of the orbit plane due to the Earth's oblateness Just
:{ balances the motion of the Earth about the Sun. Such Sun synchronous orbits

_i do not exist for the polar inclination but only for somewhat higher orbit
[ inclinations (retrograde), as may be determined from

:t h + r e = 12349 cos2/7 i , in Im (8)

'1
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A 1400-km orbit, with an inclination of i01.43 °, is the :ninimum altitude orbit

I that satisfies both equations (7) and (8). Although this belt is not fixed i

with reference to a given ground point, continuous illumination can be pro-

vided to the polar points and other near regions whe_ - mirror from the belt

i is always above the local horizon. More areas could be reached if the belt _
were higher. Because at greater altitudes the oblateness has a d_creasing

i effect, a maximum Sun synchronous altitude of 5972 km is the limit (the _inclination must also increase to maintain Sun synchronous conditions).

I l Besides higher orbits, othor possible options exis_ for continual_7 iilumina_-ing the ground station. Partially shadowed planes can be chosen a_d _ultiple

belts used. Orbits of various solar drift rates sg fixed by altitude and
I • inclination can be chosen. The added variable of _qual time (longitude) ]

I mirrors discussed earlier in this scction must also be analy_ed for the shadow _ _
effect. As can be appreciated, a good deal more study must be done before we
can optimize the orbits and the n,tmberof mirrors required to service o_ or _

_ore ground stations, tin actu_!ity, even without apecially selected orbits _ ,

the magnitude of the eclipsing effect is not large. For example, with
i ffi40°, 13 percent and 6 percent of the total orbit is shadowed at 4000 and
i0,000 km, respectively. Since this is for the whole of the orbit, If only : _.

ground stations are considered at the extreme of orbit trace (i.e., \ = 40°) _
• then the percent occultation is much less than these values.) _

I ORBITAL REFLECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

. The success of this program rests very strongly, of course, with the

_i ability to engineer optimized space mirrors. Fortunately the technology
appears within the near-term although the scale i_ lalge and in some instances

I the effects of the space environment have not yet been fully researched. _

Solar Concentration

Solar concentration in general becomes necessary when high temperatures _ :
are wanted, or when, as in the case with photovoltalc cells, the cost of the

absorbs; is much higher than the cost of the mirrors. From our econor,ic con-

siderations it_ll be seen that it is indeed desirable to concentrate, that _ /
is, use mirror areas which exceed those of the ground spot area, the latter _

• being found approximately from (normal incidence) __ _

Ds = f'a " ha (9) _ _:

i " where V_ is the spot diameter, f' the effective mirror focal length, h the t '/_
orbital altitude, and _ the subtanse angle of the Sun. ._ _!"

The fundamental problem c f radiation concentration can be stated as fol- _ \.-

lows: How ca_ cadtationwhicn is uniformly distributed over a range of angles, _
0 to _a/2, arriving from the sun and incident on a mirror aperture of area A, _'"

be concentrated on a smaller absorber area Aab s an_ _,at Is the v_lue of the | _
concentration W = A/Aabs? The second law of thermodynami.:s can be used to

9 1
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set an upper limit on W, namely for an ideal three dimensional concentrator I
i (set of mlrrors in our case), the maximum Is W3D = 1/sln2(a/2) .,which for I
, a = 9.3 mrad is 1.52xi08. We are Interested in much lower concentrations,

' namely those sufficient to make up for the losses _ncountered by passage of
• _ the reflected radiati_ through the atmosphere (absorption and scattering) and

•i for the geometric effects associated with the angle of incidence of the solar
radiation onto the mirror elements (8) and the ground station e and the fact

! that the position of the ground station may deviate somewhat from the focal

|. plane of the mirror (S _ f'). (The geometry has been shown lu fig. 4.) I

!_ Consistent with the concept discussed previously, we assume that a number

i of small "free-flyer" mirrors will be suitably arranged (clustered) in space :
i to approximate a parabolic, focussing satelllte mirror. Thur the smaller

mirrors are individually _riented to reflect the Sun's image onto a common
_ ground spot. It can be sho_n that the concentration for suczl an array is
!

: W = 0 (?. + a/2)sln A cos _ cos
sin(ul2) (10)

5 where _ is the "flll factor," that Is, the fractlon of available mirror

aperture actually filled with mirror elements and G is the "r_m angle" of

the mirror array. Because the small mJrrors must be separated in s_ace to
- allow for mot4on and to prevent shadowing, _ will be of order 1/2, _ given by

_Am/_RN 2 where Am is the actual area of coated plastic and Rm is the
: radial extent of the satellite mirror. The rim angle is given by Rm/S , S

bein_ the distance to the ground station as seen in figure 4, namely
S = sin _/f cos e.

In prlnclple the value of W can be evaluated as a function of tlme

+, (using eqs. (1) and (4)) given the orbital altitude h of our assumed clrcu- 1

far orbit, the latitudinal position A" of the ground station, and the allowed

: viewing angle cone specified b_ _m" However, In this Inltlal exploratory
assessment, we have chosen some representative orbits and evaluated the time +.
averaged values of _, _, the mean mirror elevation angle, and the time t

• averaged distance S to account for out-of-focus spreading at the ground site
and atmospheric absorption. The average ground siee insolation can then be
related to the average concentration by

:. !, Q= (n)

-- ! where Z is a product of transmisslve loss factors which will be discussed *
-,,_ later. It will be appreciated that all of these considerations set the scale
:_ of the effective mirror array. The choice of the mean reflected ground inso-
i latlon value is one of thesc --we will choose it _o be 1 solar constant *

(1.4 kW/m2) in this paper, however, the possibility of lower insolation (or

higher) for specific end use will correspondingly decrease (or increase) the
_ large mirror areas derived from the sbove relations.

:_ Generally then we are considering mirrorarrayswhose size exceed those

i_ of the ground spot (_h - 100, 200, and 300 km for h - 104, 2x104 and 3x104 km,

5Since _ varies with _ the fill factor selected has little effect on W.

n - ............ IIII ._
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respectively) and which, because of this scale, will need to use component _1 h_ mirrors, as large as is technically feasible, gew'lll consider some restric-
f tions to these dimensions shortly.

Relay Possibilities

A further reduction in mirror size is possible if a "relay" system, as
shown schematically in figure 7, can be developed. Here each mirror (or

4 mirror cluster) individually collects solar radiation and relays a focusseJ
beam to its neigbbor_rror _u the orbital band of satellites encircling the
Earth. The neighbor mirror collects solar radiation directly as well as that

- from the prior mirror and again relays this to the next satellite. Ultimately
_ this relayed power collected by n satellites is sent downward to Earth by a
: master transmitter, which is suitably over the receiving site of interest.

Hence, to achieve a solar constant of radiation in the spot, the required
individual _drror area _rlll approach 1/n of that demanded by the single
reflector scheme times a reflector distance factor which accounts for beam

spread. This technique is particularly cost effective, not only in allotting
a reduction in the mirror mass to be placed in orbit, but, especially for con-
tinuous insolation orbits, to allow all o£ the orbiting satellites to simultan-
eously be performing useful work independently of their being over the horizon
• : the intended receiver sites. It should be cautioned, however, that the

- exact passive mirror system which accomplishes the dual functions of collect-
ing, relaying, and, when it is over the site, downward transmitting still
remains a challenge to the optical designers. It may be necessary to use
refractive optics, active optical techniques, or even to incorporate amplifier
techniques in some manner similar to those contemplated in lengthy optical
conmunlcations lines.

Mirror Structure

_- Some prior work has considered large mirror structures in space. Orberth
(ref. 4) originally proposed a mirror constructed on radial and crosslinked
guy lines held rigid by the centrifugal forces provided by rotation of a cen-

i trally located spaceship. Very thin reflective material, namely, sheet sodium
metal prepared in the vacuum of space, was then stretched over and affixed to
this frame. Soditnnwas chosen because of its low density and its ready avail- _'_
ability (in the salt of the oceans, etc.). Interestingly, he also suggested

the deslrabillty of obtaining structural n_aterial from the Moon and from _
asteroids, a concept which has received much recent study by O'Neill et al. _i..,--

" (ref_ 7) as e possible means to lower the costs associated with the conven- _'
tional power satellites. Hore recent examination of mirrors in space has been "_,t
made (tel. 5) on the solar concentrators necessary to solar-drive the Erayton

, _ Engine power satel!ice. Concepts examined all made use of low density _

(Kapton, Mylar, etc.) thin plastic substrate material suitably coated_rlth 1

thin metal films, such as aluminum. Configurations studied have included ,_

inflatable, inflatable-rtgidized, petal, and faceted mirror types. A problem

:,,_ with the inflatable configuration is gas leakage produced by_crometeorite ,
holes, etc. If the structure can be rigtdized quickly after inflation, b_

:_ polymerization or other techniques, this problem may be avoided. In general,

ii however, it that faceted that those constructed ofappears _trrors, is, a

i 'ii ll
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large number of (redundant) individual tensioned plane sections, probably of
hexagonal shape, are most consistent with low mass/area, high strength, assem-
bly in space, and long lifetime or, if necessary, maintenance. A schematic

configuration is illustrated in figure 8. The facets can be oriented to
approximate a parabola with a low mass stressed cable and boom structure.
Finally, NASA has recently begun an examination of the possibility of "solar
sailing" in interplanetary space (to be discussed later) which has evolved new
concepts, such as poss._ble mirror configuring with electrostatic forces, and
new demands on the development of low mass/area mirrors, structures, and con:
trol and guidance systems. Preliminary work indicates a presently available 1
technology-achievable value for this in the range of 3-6 g/m 2. In the calcu-
lations of this section, we shall assume the system mass/area Co be o = 6 g/m 2.
The metal overlayed 25-_m film (Kapton, Paralene, etc.) for the solar sail
program should be capable of operating continuously with solar intensity of
lO solar constants (14 kM/m2) at temperatures of 350 ° C, and should provide
specular reflectivity in excess of 85 percent. The solar sail mirror is

_ targeted to be an 800 m x 800 m square m4rror. With some modification, the
low mass axial mest-spar_and-sCays structural configuration of the square
solar sail mirror appears usable for the cluster mirrors discussed above.

Orbit Environment Effects

One may well ask whethar the environmental demands on such a large struc-
ture are compatible with present day materials and _echnolosy. Prime concerns
are those forces associatedwi_h (1) gravity gradient forces, (2) centrifugal
forces associated with rotation of the structure, (3) stresses introduced by
nonuniform temperatures (such as occur when the structure rotates through the
shadow of the Earth)_ _tc. A few calculations have eliminated some concerns
here, but further study a_sociated with specific structure desigus is

necessary.

Gravity gradient forces arise because various elements of a structure are
at different distances R from the center of the Earth and hence are subject
to forces varying with i/R2. Thus, if for simplicity we consider two mass
elements at radii R and R + 6R, there will be a net force

_ dF 2G_n'

_, acting on the center of mass of the two-mass system, and in general producing o

: a torque about this center of mass given by T _ FS£ sin B where _ is the
mass separation and B is the angle between £ and the radius vector extend-
ing from the center of the Earth. At times these gravity gradient forces can
be used to advantage, for example, to keep structures always in a particular

! orientation relative to th_ surface of the Esrth ("gravity gradient stabilize-

tion"). Here we exs_ne how the strength of available materials limits the.

structural size, If we consider a rod-like structurp with B = 0, that is, _,_
i all mass elements lie along their comnon radiu_ V_ctor, then the gravity

gradient stre_s on the rod is approximately
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where p is the material density, go the zero altitude acceleration due to
gravity, re the Earth red.lug, J_ the length of the structural member, R the
distance between Earth center and the closest =ass element. For structural

integrity, we must demand that tbl8 stress does not exceed the "yield stress"
for the material, that 18, the stress beyond which it Inelastlcally deforms.
Considering the poselble iowdenslty aerospace materials, Ti (6AI-4V) alloy,
A1 (2024) alloy, and composite •[0 ]8S l_uL_nate, it is found that the gravity
gradient stress will not be excessive. I_,. fact, if one computes the "yield

., : lengths" _ allowable, they all exceed the conceivable upper-li_tt mirror
structure dlmenelone (m'2 ha) by more than a factor of eight at all altitudes.
Similar analysis must also investigate the effect on mirror materials. Corre-

_ 8ponding calculations were not performed on the gravity gradient torques and |
temperature effects since, of course, they are closely related to the exact

• structural mass configuration. However, a successful mirror design (i.e.,
: one which will remain intact and whose figure will remain - by passive or
: ect-lve methods- within tolerance) en_st incorporate these torques and stresses

and their variation.

The durability of such mirrors in _pace i8 of some concern. Some exper-
ience was attained from the Echo I satellite which was an inflated sphere of
12.5-Um _ylar overcoated with 0.22 _m of aluminum. After 4 years, its reflec-
tivity decreased only by 4.7 pe_'_ent. This loss can be attributed to meteor
cratering which removes available reflective area, sputtering by high energy
particles in the Van Allen belts and especially blistering caused by the trap-
p._ng of low energy protons from the solar wind which produce hydrogen bubbles
at the plastic-metal interface. Boeing Aerospace Co. (ref. 5) has estimated
the meteoroid damage to be minimal for a system at GEO, 3 percent area lost
per 30 years. However, the sputtering erosion and hydrogen effects are much

' less certain. They believe a minimum unattended lifetime of 8 years is
achievable; however, further testing i8 necessary. Hopefully such tests v_-ll
take place within the year on the materials being assessed for the Solar Sail
Program. In any event, it will appear reasonable to assume it desirable to •

_ provide an in 8itu technique to recoat the mirrors. A metal evaporator
situated at each end of the boom normal to the mirror face should easily,
periodically re-evaporate new coatings to both sides of the mirror surface in
the ideal vacuum of space. In this way a much longer maintenance-free life-

t time, depending only upon micrometeorite area removal and _ubstrate degrada-
tion, will ensue.

Another lifetime which must be considered _-_ _nat presented by the arms-

: spheric drag on such a low ballistic coe£_ict_-structure. As will be dis-
_ cussed later, a reasonable scheme _o putting a _irror into space involves the

-_ placement of partially constructed structures into lo_ Earth orbit (LEO),
assembly or deployment for clugter-_trror size, and th_n solar sailing the
mirror to final altitude. The latter avoids the develop_nt of new ion

thruster vehicles and the requisite expenditure of fuel. However, the orbital
-_i decay because of atmospheric drag puts a lower li_tt on the ai_itude where
:_ this process may begin. For o = 6 g/m 2, the ratio of drag force, to radiation

I _orce is _0.1 at 800 and _0.001 at 1000-ks altitude. Thus, if rap_d

:! 13
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deployment is possible, a starting altitude of 800 km appears reasonable.

Because of the drag, orbit raising will then begin slowly, Ideally reaching
1000 km In "2 days, 5000 km in 23 days, and, If desired, geosynchronous orbit _ --
(GEO) of 35,800 km in 64 days.

- Solar SaiJ ing ,

As can be seen from _.he previous discussion, it Is antlcipa_ed t_hat solar
radlation pressure will play a slgfllflcant part In the solar mirror concept. _ _
For thls reason, it is desirable to discuss the characteristics of this

_. phenomenon. ..as predicted by Haxwell, electromagnetic radiation has been _hown ,_ _o carr_ mo_ent._: The momentum density of the wave being given by p = /c 2 " .._
white S = _ x H is the Poyntlng vector (watts/m 2) associated with the wave, .-

and _ are _he electric and magnetic field components of the wave, and c
is the wave propagation velocity. In general, th =. mo_atum imparted to a
material will depend upon ice absorption a and reflection b coefficients,
where a + b = 1. Absorbed radiation will impart mo_a.ntum in the direction

• _ of _, while reflected radiation inputs momentum normal to the surface,
along __, as shown in figure 9. The corresponding forces will be ;

Fab s = (aloA cos 6/c)__ (14) _

and

_ref = (2bloA cos2 6/c)n (15)

where A is the area irradiated, 6 is the angle between _ and __, and I o i
i Is the in_.ensity of the incident radiation in watts/m 2. Clearly, these forces

_i are small since we do not notice them in our daily experience. But they are
finite (a few mg/m 2) and become important when the area is large. Thus, If we

, consider an object with area mass density o kg/m 2, and neglect absorption
(a = 0, b = 1), the resultant acceleration is seen to be

u = F/oA = 2= 0 cos 2 6/co. For our mirror structure o = 6x10 -3 kg/m 2 and for
i_ solar intensity of 1.4 kW/m2 incident at 6 = 45 ° , u = 8xl0 -_ m/set 2. If we

• compare this with gravitational acceleration at orbitel altit, ude h,
s g = go(1 + h/re)-2, we obtain u/g = (210 cos 2 _/aCgo)(1 + h re)2 which at an '
t altitude of l03 km Is only a maximum of 9.2x10 -5. For this reason, the orbit

raising discussed above proceeds very alertly at the beginning of the process. _ _,

In this regard, it can be shown that the meximum increase in alt :ude per ._
revolution (negle_ting drag) Is very nearly obtained by rotating the mirror at " _!!_i_
one-half the or' "_tal revolution rate. Then the solar force, averaged over one -_:

i orbital period, Is about one-half of the maximum attainable radiation force ,_
(i.e., for _ = 0). The time necessary to attain a final altitude hf, start- • ,:'i

' ing at al_ltude ho In a low thrust spiraling orbit can be shown to be, In ,
this approximation, ,,,_

/'1_t l [OC(gore) 1/2/Zo] (fo_/_ _ f_/_) (16) ._-,,
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Actuslly, because ecllpsln8 of the mirror _rlll occur for mast orbits (except
Sun synchronous) the orbit raising times wlli generally exceed thls mlnlml |
value, In some cases by a factor of 2.

Control

Finally, another area needing study is that of pointing and tracking of

t such larg_, stru_:tures in space and the resultant torques which must be exerted
and ener_ expended in this task. For the Intermediate Earth orbit altitudes,

• _ as discussed earlier, the mirror m_eep8 across the ground site in a fraction
! • of an hour.. Using the nomenclature defined earlier (see fig. 4). the mirror

_. " rotates In Ire orbit at altitude h wlth a period P- I_40 f312 hr, where
f =- (i + h/re )-I, and constant orbital angular velocity _ = 2_/P. As thls
rotation occurs, of course, the mirror angle 6, measured between the incident

rays of the Sun and the mirror normal, must vary so as to continuously reflect
radiation onto the receiving station. This angle is related to the elevation

angle 8 by 6 = 8/2 + constant, where the constant is determined by the posi-
tion of the Sun _elative to the orbital plane and the factor of 1/2 arises

-. because the angle of incidence of the Sun's rays onto the mirror equals the
angle o£ reflection. _,e angle 6, measured relative to the horizontal, varies
between 0 ° and 180 ° as _he satellite moves across the sky. The elevation
angle is related to _ by the expression

= 90° - [8 + sln-1(f cos e)] (i)

and thus we _ave the necessary expressions to evaluate the angular velocity of
thr mirror, 6(t) = e(t)/2, and angular acceleration 6(t). In addition we can

evaluate the time t the n_trror takes to move between eo and e. These
rather complicated expressions will not he given here, however we can state
some typical results.

At an _ltttude of 8000 ks, _ is of the order of 10-" tad/set while _ is
of the order of 10 -8 r=_/sec 2. ._"nis appear_ to be a moderate requirement

.- although one must be mindful of the very large structures involved. To avoid
: centrifugal loadin_ it may be desirable to individually rotate mirror facets.

This would also minimize the rotational kinetic energy which must be supplied
by substantially reducing the mirror moment of inertia. On the other hand,
certain orbits and arrangements of ground stations may allow a simple integral,
almost constant rotational motion so that after the initial investment of the

• large rotations' kinetic energy, very little additional energy would be needed
for fine-tuning the mirror angle.

: The necessary pointing accuracy of the mirror can be assessed by noting
that an angular deviation of the mirror &6 produces a beam spot center

.- motion of Ar = 2hA6 on the ground. A reasonably tolerable beam spot error
on the ground is Ar/r = constant, that is, for large receiver stations we
tolerate larger (in absolute value) wander. Since the spot radius is

' r - h(a/2), we then obtain

2hA6 666
A-Er= constant - (1/2)ha " "-"a (17)
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Thus if the tolerable percentage error in the ground spot position is 10 per-
cent, A_ - 250 urad, independent of the mirror altitude. Further study will

_ be necessary to assess the pointing accuracy attainable with such structures
as those being considered here.

One concept that seems appealing, and _teeds further analysis, is the pos-
sible use of radiation pressure to effect mirror steering. Here one could
imagine flywheels, as were shown in figure 8, of composite (low mass but high

strength) material ,affixed to the extreme ends of three mutually orthogonal
axes of the structure. The wheel_ could slowly be accelerated to nominal
rotational velocity using radlatlon pressure before the mirror becomes opera-

ttonal. By braking action, rotational torques could then be applied conven- .
tently to the mirror. Subsequent renewal of the flywheel kinetic energy would "
be made during a nonuse portion of the mirror's orbit around the Earth. If
successful, such orientational techniques using radiation pressure could
effectively negate the need for thruster fuel, a significant maintenance or

; ' initial payload problem associated with other power satellite schemes.

! It should be noted, however, that radiation pressure, which heretofore

i has been used to advantage for orbit raising and mirror orientation, does
! present some potential difficulties. These are related to the facts (1) that

the radiative force is proportional to the cosine of the angle of incidence of
the solar radiation onto the mirror and (2) that in general, the Sun's rays

will be at some constant angle relative to the plane of rotation of the
mirrors. The first must be carefully assessed for any potential mirror con-
figuration to assure that uncontrollable torques are not produced when the
mirror slew angle is changed. There appear to be some simple methods to avoid
this situation. The second radiation pressure effect mentioned can lead to a

' combination of drag, orbit raising, and orbit precession torques. In the
special case of the Sun and mirror orbit being in the same plane, and the

_ mirror being rotated to always direct the beam of radiation down normal to the
Earth's surface, there is a net average radiation force per revolution acting
to perturb the orbit. This, of course, ls the force used in orbit raising,
as previously discussed. It can also be used to compensate for drag when
using low orbit mirrors. However, it will in general lead to an ever

_ increasing orbit radius unless properly compensated. One solution, which
appears simplest, is to dedicate part of the mirror rotation cycle (perhaps

_ when the mirror is in the so_thern hemisphere) to station keeping, namely,
rotation of the mirror to provide compensating radiation pressure drag. A
similar situation develop8 for the sunlight making a nonzero angle of incidence
onto the orbit plane. In general, a torque will be produced which will precess •

the orbit plane. The analysis of this, and how to compensate or perhaps use
it, is difficult, but 0berth (ref. 4) has concluded that it can be negated by
appropriate mirror orientations during the unused portion of the rotational
cycle.

" An interesting possibility exists that such a precessional torque could ,
be used to obtain Sun synchronous orbits, that is, those for which the orbit

plane precesses with a period of one sidereal year and which, therefore, can ,_
be arranged so that the mirrors in these orbits are never eclipsed by the

• Earth. As discussed elsewhere, this presently can only be accomplished by

16
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using the oblateness of the Earth as a perturbative torque on the satellite
and the inclination of the pla_m of rotation must be carefully matched to the

i orbital altitude. This restraint may be removed if radiation pressure can be /
used to supply the precessional torque, thus, opening up many new conttnuou,
insolation orbit possibilities which are more attractive from the viewpoint of

\ _ the desired small spot size and the surface location of the ground stations.

_ GROUNDSTATIONS

t

• " In considering the ground station requirements for receiving and convert-
_ " ing the reflected sunlight, one must first assess the solar intensity avail- -
_ able in both spacial and temporal dimensions. To increase the efficiency of

cor_venttonal solar plants, they are designed to concentrate the incident solar
radiation to increase the input to output temperature ratio of whatever heat

: engine is employed in the conversion process. Consistent with this it appears

to be most cost effective to use a relatively high intensity from our orbiting
reflectors. Such high fluxes would reduce the ground area requirement, the
receiver equipment needs and it is also possible that intense beams would

: prove more penetrating in light cloudiness and fog situations.

_ Loss Factors I

A number of factors work to reduce both the intensity and total energy
received at the ground station. An ef_ective ground receiver must be optt-
nLtzed (design and location) to mintnLtze these effects. Further, the reflector
area must be increased to compensate for these losses. As soma of these

_ factors require considerable analysis and study, we can at present only point

out the effects, their rough magnitude and some possible corrective measures.

1. A number of losses due to geometric factors and absorption, as
described above, occur durtn 8 the in-orbit collection, concentration, relayL

and reflection, all requiring an increase in mirror area to maintain a given
ground-spot Intensity. An analysis of the effect of imperfections, waviness
and figure deviation in the mirror on ground spot intensity and continuity
needs to be performed.

J
The orbiting mirror, _n order to reflect directly to the ground station,

' cannot be normal to the Sun's rays and thus it intercepts less than a solar
constant intensity. The compensating size required is a function of the final

design and orbit choice; and, is of lessened Importance if some relay technique
_ _ can be found. At worst (when the Sun is directly overhead, i.e., at noon) it

appears that a secondary mirror, approaching the primary in size miSht be
_ required to maintain a reflected solar constant Input to the ground receiver.

But, at times these could both serve as primary reflectors producing nearly two
solar constants. Thus, the net effect on the enersy received by the station
may be roughly proportional to the area of the added secondary. As yet we have
no, determined the increased mirror area required to compensate for this fac-
tor. Fortunately, as sho_u later, in most scenarios the mirror and its trans-

t portation to operational orbit Is a minor elemnt in the overall system cost.

17
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2. We have already mentioned the spot-slze relation to mirror conflgura-
tlon and altitude and the limits on orbits. In general, the mirror will not

be at the ground spot's zenith which will result in a beam path length longer

,: than h and a spot size that is proportionally larger. The path length, S,
for the beam can be related to the elevation, e, by

S = (re2 sln2 0 + 2reh + h2) I/2 - re sin 0 , (18)

• where re is the Earth's radius. At 50°, roughly the time average elevatlon,
this factor increases the path length of mirrors at orbit altitudes of 2000,

• 5000, and 10,000 km by approximately 20, 15, and 10 percent, respectively. .

The minimum spot size for a flat reflector is Dm + 0.0093S. For a para-
bolic dish the optimum figure occurs when Jr'is in focus for the distance at

' the average viewing angle. At higher angles the receiver is in front of the

focus and for smaller an_les, after the focal point. There is the posslbillty
that with the parabolic mirror a controlled figure technique could be employed

to fix the spot size during the reflector's arc over the station.

3. Except for zenith reflectlons, the beam from a round reflector wlll

be elllptical (and rectangular from a square), elongated in the direction of

the image source. This elongation will be equivalent to L,sln 0 and thus at
our average mirror elevation a 1/3 elongatlon and dilution will be experienced.

Obviously, it would be beneficial to mount our collectors normal to the ray

source and actually track the mirror, as is done in the more efficient conven-

tional type solar collection systems. However, as an assist in increasing the

amount collected, this does not cccompllsh much since: (1) even the minimum
beam is so wide that we c_n't construct beam normal collectors tall enough to
slgnlflcantly reduce the land area and fringe collector needs if we are to

intercept the total beam. (It is true that such an arrangement can reduce the
indlvldual collector size and their area density but this would then leave

holes when the reflector is near the zenith, losing energy in those periods.
Nevertheless, depending on the ultimate design and conversion method, modified
beam normal collectors may prove cost effective,) And (il) it is likely that
this system would be designed to collect energy, a high fraction of the time,
from multiple mirrors at different vectors and during most daylight hours from
the Sun directly. Such multidirectional collection requirements greatly
reduce the value of tracking collectors.

!
4. Absorption and reflectlon losses in the clear atmosphere allow trans- •

mission of only 64 percent of the beam at the zenith and 54 percent at a 30"

i elevation. This is direct light; there will be a diffuse contribution from
low angle scattering that will increase these energy ratios by a few percent

_: at the beam center.

_ 5. Cloud cover seriously affects the amount of trans_tted radiation
because of water droplet scattering effects. Rough estim_tea of this effect
can be determined from 1/2 sin B which gives the insolation received, rela _
rive to'clear days, for conditions of complete overcast as a function of ele-
vation angle. This relates to lower altitude cumulus formations while

_J corrostratue clouds would have about half _he effect and foe nearly twice as

18
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great. This empirical relation for the Sun's radiation includes diffuse
contributions and is certainly an upper bound for the beam value In the

reflector case. As water does absorb 10 percent or 8o of the beam energy,
there may be some hope of evaporating and thus, dispersing the otherwise
interfering droplets, especially in the case of intense beams. It should be
noted that the historical direct insolation data for a site is probably t_e s
most important factor in its evaluation. Sites can perhaps be selected _,ere
clouds will have about a 10 percent influence on reflector produced insolation.

• As the occurrence of clouds is independent of conditions 200 km distant, it Is
effective to establish a power grid containing several separate stations that
the reflector would have a choice of powering, depending on local conditions.

6. Dust, smog, nitrogen oxides, and other pollutants act to either _._
absorb or scatter the radiation. Again the avoidance of such areas is Impor-
tant in site selection.

7. The time of year will influence the insolation at the receiver sta- _..
tion. First, the Earth, Sun distance causes a ±3 percent variation in the "
amount of energy intercepted in orbit. Also, the Earth's equatorial inclina-
tion to the ecliptic produces significant differences in the daylight period
and If the collectors depend on the ambient sunlight for some of their energy
input, then a corresponding variation can occur. Lastly, there is an Indirect
effect in that the cloud cover over most areas is seasonally variable.

h 8. We saw that the Earth eclipsing effect on the orbit belt may shadow

the mirror, on average, a smell fraction of the time. Hopefully, this effect :!
can be avoided by either the relay technique or by =roper orbit selection.
We will neglect this factor until further analysis can better fix Its possible

: magnitude for a chosen orbit and ground station combination. If, for example_

_ _he relay technique which would greatly reduce space reflector needs does not
,, prove viable then short term storage facilities would probably have to be

installed at the ground station.

, Site Selection

: These are the principal factors acting to reduce the ground insolation
end which influence mirror and station requirements. Proper site selection
for the ground station can lessen the impact of some of these factors. A high-

. desert area at the equator removed from pollution causing industrial/urban
: areas would be ideal. Unfortunately, since such areas are unattractive places

_I to live and work, the power needs there are minimal. In this country maximum

_.i , insolation is found in the New_kxico/Arizona region and bert, land for large
-,, • receiving areas would be relatively inexpensive. These advantages would have
_ to he balanced against the transmission costs of power to the users. (The

-i availability of inexpensive power and low land costs would eventually attract
many industries.) If a central generating station _or the whole United States

it were located in this area, it would be necessary to develop super-conducting,• Ions-range power lines or go through an electrolysis energy conversion and

pipe power as hydrogen. This latter option would be invaluable _n damping the
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input and demand difference problem discussed below. In selecting a _i.*_.
consideration should also be given to ocean based stations. Although the con-

"_ structton costs at such a site might be higher, the acquisition cost would be
low. Cooling water for a Ranklne or Stlrllng cycle plant, for example, is

;. abundant, the absence of land features provides a maximum horizon, airborne
: pollution could be low, and the station could be located close to population

centers (e.g., off of Long Island). Studies sho,."_ _e made to see if cloud
,_ cover is a deterrent Co such a sea-based endeavor.

Loss Factors II

L Taklr _ the above enumerated factors into account and assumlng th.t we are
using a f.,rly optimum ground site, what sort of reflector produced ground

+_+ insolation can we expect and how will this influence the mirror and Jtation
design? In factor (7), the insolation variation due to changes in the Earth-

._L Sun cannot be avoided unZ:=__ the orbit height or mirror size is changed
seasonally; however, this effect is small. Factor (8), because of '_he lack

",, of proper analysis at this time and its apparentXy small contributLons,
will be neglected. Factor (6) witb the proper site will cause mlrdmum
difficulties and (1) we will assume has been cowpensated for by relt, y, or
primary-secondary combinations so that the final mirror is reflecting the
equivalent of a solar constant for a mirror of diametzr U0093 h. Factors (4)

_: and (5), absorption end scattering, act co reduce the total energy. If the
mean cloudiness is equivalent to complete cumulus overcast X_ percent of the
time, then the two factors combine to transmit from 61 to 49 percent of the
beam as the reflector moves from zenith to 30 °. To compensate for this, the
reflector size can be increased -- approximately doubled. Factors _2) and (3)
act to spread the beam and reduce the intensity. The beam spread due to the

_ mirror distance differing from the orbit altitude is given by (S/h) 2 and the
: elongation due to nonzentth elevations is 1/sin O, so, in order to collect

al 1_ of the energy the atmosphere transmits requires a ground area of

_0.009__)2 _s2
4 8in 8 (19)

This relation varies by nearly a factor of ._ between the extreme conditions.

•Since the intensity and energy inputs depend strongly on the elevation
angle and altitude of the reflector, it Is necessary, be_or_ proceeding fur-
that, to determine, at least approximately, _t the re_f!sctors' time averaged
position, _, may be. These averages vary depending on the orbit option chosen.
There are four distinct situations (in each analysis we co_sidar only those

+ mirrors 30" above the site's local hortzon)_ (1) For a 8eo_.'tstton_ry equa- -
; torial mirror its elevation, 0, remains _x_d for a given sitar _atttude and

can be determined from a rearranged form of equation (i), in _ich latitude
' is substituted for 6.

e = tan "I ot , - _(hlrs ) (20)

" 20
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(2) For sites depending on a fix.-_ equatoz_al or polar belt of refl_ctors the I

mean elevatlon is, to a very good approxlmat_on, the average of 30° and 0msx.

Nhere Omnx is the highest elevatio_ achieved _nd is the solutlo1_ to equa- _ ,
tion (20) when L, the grcat circlr degrees between the ground spot _nd the

belt's nearest nadir (t,_.spot under the pol.ntof apparent highest elevation),

is substituted for _. (3) For a site directly under a belt of mirrors which
rise and set the mean, _, is again from equation (20) but _y substituting

1/2 _ (i.e., 1/4 of the cone angle) for _. _nd (4) if the mlr_ors are in a

, family of ;so-inclination orbits separated by equal longitudes, two subcases

will exist. (a) At any given moment one mirror, the prime one, is on a visible
path which takes it directly overhead and its average elevation will ucry

; ' nearly be that value found in s_aation three (it will differ slightly because J -+0

i_ the ground spot Is now mov_,g wlth respect to the orbit plane so the elevation +"
period will vary sllghcly). And (b) recalllng from the redundancy argument

_ that on the average there will be more than Just the prime mirror in view and
in fact there will be (Ni - Nt)/N t (symbols as defined in eqs. (5) and (6)).

If these are random in our mirror viewin_ hemisphere (a somewhat flattened |

hemisphere becavse its origin is the _arth's center) then the _ boundary |

. bisecting our viewing area can be found from setting the ratio of the sphere 1 _+' areac, above _ and above _ equal to 1/2, or _

- 1/2 cos-l[I/2(cos 2@ + I)] (21)

where _ is from equation (1) when 6 = 30 ° . On solving equation (21),
is converted to th_ site's frame of reference, e, by equation (20).

Table I presents six orbit examples encompassing these four situations
and shows the average elevation for both the single or prime mirror cases and
for the random mirrors, the latter as discussed in situation four. Addition- ]

ally, the loss factors associated with the prime or single mirror; only, are
also given. First, the energy transmission factor and then the ground spot

area as compared to area for a zenith reflection. These values are used later
_ to develop system costing.

_' Power Plant Design Criteria

Two problems are central Co th_ design, cost and efficiency of the ground
•: station; both are common to any solar energy plavt. Ideally, the generating

capacity of the plant should be slightly greater than the demand. The first
' difficulty making this ideal unobtainable in Chat the demand curve is quite

variable, depending as it does on am ix of residential and commercial cus-
tomers with differing power, _tr condit£ontr_, and heating requirements on a
daily and seasonal basis. The usual practice w_.th power companies is to have
a major energy source provide the base load and, at much higher rates, an

auxiliary system to meet peak demands. Second, conventional solar conversion _ '+
plants have the added difficulty og being tXed to a very irregular fuel source. _ii

Thee_ plants are thus vary cost senstCive to the need of using energy storage j _
to provide p_er on a continuous basis. A plant using orbital reflectors for |
a solar source would always have some input - being minimal at night during

21
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periods of heavy fog and maximum with the I_iector directly overhead at the
sundialsolstice.

i _ cezal techniques and options are a,_a.:,hle which will tend to amelior-

i _ a_e _ problem of variable energy input J_ _._ proposed scheme. A major _.

• probl_m is the factor of three dlfference_ i" the apparent reflected Intensity _
between a mirror at zenich and at 30_ e)_ J_u. First, the station may be _ ,

made _arger then the zenith projected _..,.,_.:;z_ requirement, so although the i
Intensity _till varles the collected e_.r;,_ rr_elns more constant. Because of

,_ the cos. ,,_ ,he ground receiver f_c_!,_..,_, there are practical cost effective

•_ limits to this solution. (Beyond t_,' ,.'_.L-effectivestation range, one may

make use of the s_,fll-over, t_, _.... J._ple,enhance crop (fuel or food) yield

or provide all-y_ar recreation a,-,._.,; Second, a large number of reflectors, '

but with the same total surface _re_, would ensure that several were in view

at a given period, thus averagi_ _be intensity. As discussed in the orbital

I consideration section, even a system that i:sdesigned to have one in view will
frequently have more. It may eve_ be worthwhile to collect the radiation, _

: ! although weak, coming from below the 30_ elevation criterion, The weakness

I !

will be made up, in part, by the increased number and viewing times available.

I And third, since the satellite exzursions are relatively rapid, the _enerating
or steam plant connected to the receiver can be ballasted to produce an even
output.

Unless the primary orbital collector/reflector is made very much larger
than the ground receiver so that several or more solar constants are received,

the normal Sun radiation (up to 0.7 solar constants) will contribute a slgnifl-

cant and largely variant fraction of the total energy received. If a sizable "_I
portion of the plant load is not for air conditioning purposes, then much more
energy will be received at noon or early afternoon than can be directly used.

As peak demand often occurs at dusk, shorE-term storage facilities could be _

installed to be_ter utilize this overage. Avother option is the use of excess ,!

power from this noon period to generate hydrogen to meet long distance trans- ! "
mission needs or to use it simply as a portaLle fuel. _ -

The design and even the type of solar conversion plant most compatible

with orbital reflector delivered energy is at present unknown. Preliminary _ :
assessment shows thermal and photovoltatc conversion to be competitive in the
present situation. Analysis of thermal conversion techniques using direct
solar i,_put shows the central receiver concept to be, currently, the most cost
effective by a margin of at _east 20 percent (ref. 8). In this concept a field
of solar reflectors (heliostats) redirect the radiation to a cavity or boiler,
situated nn a high tower, which power a large heat engine. Such systems are
predicted to operate at 25 percent overall efficiency (ref. 8). This system,
along with others operating at similar efficienciee, employs two-axis tracking.
As discussed above, tracking, if we have multidirectional inputs as is the
case if the ground stations are at mid-latitudes, is of little benefit. (One
should Dote, however, that the tracking ground stationwould be of clear value

, in the early stages of tmplementatt_.,, when only a few satellite mirrors are
placed in an inclined belt. These few mirrors cou,d be used to supplement
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normal insolation at, sayi dusk, or to lesspn energy storage requirements'in a

i conventional system.) Flat plate and nontracking zystems are far less effi-
I _ cient. In these systems the collectors represent a major portion of tl,_ • sys-
: tem cost. Because of this high fraction of energy-independent costs large

i cost reductions in $/kWe are possible with the reflector system in which the
_verage insolation is six times greater than in conventional systems. The

photovoltatc option is quite attractive, both because of its predicted esti-
mated costs a_d promised low maintenance. In this scheme, flat arrays would

4 be used and direct energy conversion is achieved with a large reductl_, in the
• need for moving parts, fluids, pl_mbing, and other high-maintenance components.

Two alternative devices are considered in the costing section: (1) the silicon

• solar cell with its ERDA projected costs and efficiency, and (2) the cadmium
sul_ide-cuprous sulfide "spray on" cell which has a present efficiency of

?.q percent and quite low price.

ECONOMICS

The economic evaluation of the space-based reflector r tar power concept
as presented below is very preliminary. Two factors are responsible. First,
the text was introductory in nature, not containing an in-depth analysis but
merely presenting a number of technical options, suggestJons, possibJe problem
areas and scenarios related to the development of such a system. Optimization

of the orbit possibilities, transportation options, zeflector design, mate-
rials, structures and control, relay concepts and the ground station config-

: uration requires a systems analysis of covslderable magnitude, even _o bound

the problem. Second, even given the optimum system it is, at this time,
impossible to cost the component items with certainty, since many critical
areas a_s virtually unknowns -- for example, future transportation and space

operation costs are probably not known within a factor of P. In the following
discussion we have attempted to err on _he conservative slat and to deal with
technology growth not breakthroughs.

: Reflectors

iIt £s assumed that the solar sail technology which is be_g developed for
application to missions in the early 1980'e will prove viable and materials of
similar properties will be readiiy available and applicable for reflector u3e

• _ in tb 1990 tlmeframe. This material, alumlvlzed Kapton or Paralene with the __,,.i

' necessary structural support and control, has an area density o_ 0.003 to

0.006 kg/m 2. We will assume the latter as a conservative number zor this sec-
' tion. (Mylar or an even less expensive material would likely be employed in

' the present application which calls for dtftering thermal and lifetime proper- ,_

tie8 than the solar sail .pplication.) Based on information developed _n a
recent systems overview of the SPS, it appears that the hardware and _

t "e"
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construction costs of such reflective materials, structural support and con-
trols will be about $1.50/m 2 (ref. 9).6

Transportation
i

It should b_ appreciated that to obtain equivalent ground bus power the
mirror system needs about 1 percent of the orbital mass of the SPS. There-

fore, the transportation cost per unit mass to LEO is l_kely to be somewhat _ /
highe_ than the amortized (development plus operations) transportation
component costs for the SPS (ref. 9). Although the transportation requirements
will be less in the present case they are still, in order to meet the world's

energy needs, between 2000 and 2025, equivalent to 5000 flights of the present
day version on the Shuttle. Clearly, the development of an SSTO (single stage
to orbit) if not a HLLV (heavy lift launch vehicle) would be cost effective.
This would probably mean $55/kg to LEO compared with the SPS cost estimates of
$33/k_ (ref. 9). Orbital transfer c3scs by TUG or shuttle OMS (orbital ._
maqeuveztng system) to achieve elevations of 800 km might reasonably add

$30/kg to the system costs. At this altltude solar sailing (followlng deploy-

ment or construction) would be employed to take the reflectors to operational :_
orbit. It is anticipated that the costs, due to the solar sailing option, _

will be fairly insensitive to the final operation orbit altitude. The trans-
portation costs for crews and supplies would add about $5/kg to the above.
These total to a conservative estimate of $90/kg, compared with the $108/kg

for the SPS to GEO. This payload cost equates to $0.54/m 2 of reflector. As

transportation costs are very sensitive to the areal density of the system, it
seems prudent to provide an overrun factor and accept $1/m2 as a nominal value. _

Ground Station

_ The cenLral receiver configuration appears to be the most competitive

terrestrial solar thermal-electrlc plmlt possible and requires capital costs _: of rot,ghly $1500/kWe, while the flat plate collector Jystem, which may pcove

more optimum for reflected insolation, costs $2000/kW_ (ref. 8). With the
reflected solar power concept presented herein, several significant reductions,

overall perhaps a factor of 5, in these costs are likely. First, the expected

average intensity is st least six times greater. Second, since the station

will be several orders ofmagnltude larger than the conventlona) counterpart,
the economics of mass produ_tlons should prevail. And third, the necessary

short term (overnight) energy storage in 2 conventional system can be respon-

d! slble for about half of the total system cost - longer storage needs scale
I directly (:ef. I0), Quite similar conversion costs are the goal of ERDA which

; has set a target of $500/kWe in 1985 and hopes to reach a market price of $100 "
to $300/kWe by the year 2000 for efficient photoelectric devices --most likely

;I silicon cells.

_ 6The referenced report, prepared by Johnson Space Center, is a thorough
evaluation of orbital solar conversion and microwave transmission systems.

It is conservative in its analysis, relative to other studies in this _rea,
' and arrives at bus power costs for the SPS about double _hose given elsewhere.
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Additionally, the CdS cell holds considerable promise for achieving low cost

solar conversion. Following the analysis of DeMeo (ref. ii), it appears that

shortly solar conversion ground stations for the reflector system could be
built for $300 to $400/kWe. By 1985 technology is expected to double the

efficiency of these cells, while achievements in other areas coupled with the

truly large scale usage envisaged with the present concept would greatly
reduce even these figures.

, It appears from the above that there are two likely cost scenarios for

the 1985 time frame for ground stations in support of the reflector concept.

One leading to facility costs around $400/kWe and probably based on thermal

, conversion, but possibly by the silicon photovoltaic. And, the other wlth

• costs of about $200/kWe aridderived from the CdS cell. We will employ both of

! these models in the system costing. In ooth models the cost may be conven-
iently divided Into two elements; collection of sunlight and conversion (or

conditioning in the case of the CdS) to bus power of the proper cycle and
voltage. The following relations are used to derive ground system costs. 3

Model 1 (thermal) $251m2 + $3001kWe
• I

Model 2 (CdS) $30/m 2 + $70/kWe

I These costing models are simplified versions derived from reference ii and use J:j
I a 15 percent conversion efficiency and 1.65 kW/m 2 time averaged input

(1.4 kW/m 2 reflected and 0.25 kW/m 2 direct solar insolation). The 15 percent|

J efficiency is quite reasonable as it is much less than the 25 percent thatI

i could now be achieved with a thermal system using tracking with mirrors in a !polar or equatorial belt, or fixed plates with a geostationary mirror cluster.

On the other hand, if we are at a mld-latitude station and must use an inclined _
orbit belt wlth inputs from several directions simultaneously, I0 percent over-

I all conversion my be the lower bound if technology does not significantly

:I advance. Finally, as shown in the costing models, intensity is a strong costdriver which points to the value of using additional mirrors to produce higher
' concentrations of reflected sunlight.
I

;[ Design, D2velopment, Test and Evaluation

DDT&E costs encompass all funding from technology development until start
'! of construction of the first reflector. For the SPS, this cost iq estimated

" (ref. 9) te be $50B. For the reflector system (station, transportation, and

i orbital construction facilities), because of much lower and lessercomplexity

transportation needs, DDT&E is expected to be at the lower part of a $i0 to

i , $20B range. However, as a conservative estimate, we will use the higher
:1 figure.

t Operation and Maintenance

t
a O&Mcosts for _ne SPS are estimated to equal 3 mills/kWe (ref. 9) and as
l a better analysis is lacking, will be accepted for the reflector system also.
i
!
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As shown below for the optimal systems, this number is responsible foz a large
share of the power costs. Thus, its contribution must be _refully analyzed
in the future.

System Characteristics a_ Investment

Table II presents estimates of system c_racterlstlcs -- size, power out- ]

put and costs -- for several different orbit options in accord wlth the previous ,

discussions. In order to ascertainwhat the attendant costs might be for each
: orbit option, we first determined the total area of reflector needed to produce

one added solar constant over a 0.0093h diameter ground spot a_ then what
collector (ground station) area was required to intercept a substantial por-
tion of this radiation - for we have seen that the Lime averaged beam may be

much larger th&l 0.0093h. Table I and its supportive equations and discussion
answers these two q_stions. There are cost option mixes which will optimize
the required reflector and station areas for each orbit but for the purposes
of.thls initial comparison (and the complexities encountered when other varla-
bles are added later) we will do the following: The reflector area given
in Table II is that needed to provide one solar constant over a (0.0093h)2_/4 _ :
area, on average. It is based on the mean transmission efficiency of the

single or primeplusrandommirrors as described earlier. The total _eflector
area in orbit is the product of the cluster area and N. Thus, one or more
mirror clusters of eq_l area provide a coincidental image at the station at a

given moment which produce, when averaged with other mirror cluster inputs at
other times of day, the requisite power. Due to beam spread, the intensity is
less than I o. The ground area given is that needed to intercept roughly 2/3

of the beam energy or that found using the diameter 0.0093h, whichever is
larger. The total area of all stations that could be effectively serviced by ,_

_: a single orbit option is the product of tbe individual area and Nt. Generated
_ power, in gigawatts for the single station was de_ermined from the average

reflected and direct solar incidence on the station, assuming a 15 percent l

conversion efficiency. Investment capital required was derived from the cost _
per unit area and unit output power relations determined earlier. The hard- ...... i
ware, construction and transportation costs for the reflectors are totaled as
the components are relatively invarlant with orbit choice -- transportation is _,,_ '

*i 40 percent of the total. It should be recalled that all the satellite reflec-
i tots are required for a given orbit choice whether one or all the stations -re

"_i put into operation. _ _ _

Power Costs

I Table IIl presents cost estimates of the various components using four '

] orbit options as examples. Capital recovery data was generated from equa-
l tion (22) assuming 15 percent return, 30 year lifetime and a 70 percent plant
I (load) factor.

rt C

. -'1 Y _ = S/kWh (22)
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where r' = rate of return, y - lifetime in years, C = capltal costs in
dollars, and E - power output in kWh/yr. DDT&E dollars were not discounted

but spread over the power produce by a given option in a 30-year llfe. Cost- ,:

ing is provided for both the single and complete ground station _Ituatlons.
, Total costing is given for the four possible cases -- for single a_d multiple

receiver stations and thermal and CdSphotovoltalc conversion -- for each orbit
where they are applicable. The inexpensive photovoltalc conversion option and
full station use produce about equal benefits, each reducing power costs by
about 5 mills/kWh. And, because space reflectors appear to be a low cost
element in the analysis, ground station improvements are the drivers for
reducing power costs. Since present baseload power generating facilities

(fossil and nuclear) have bus costs ranging from 12 to 30 mills/kwh, the
present concept is more than competitive, as is shown by figure 10. The pro-

Jected cost range of the various options developed from the orbiting reflector

power concept Is presented on this figure, taken from reference 9. To put the

data illustrated here lu context the reader needs to reallze Several points.

First, by around 1990 &_, snd o11, due to their scarclty_ will only be avail-
able for electrical power geuc?atlbn at large premium costs. Second, because

of expected further soclalreslstance, it is llkeiy that coal- and nuclear- j_
powered plant costa will continue to escal_te at several ti_ the rate
exhibited by capital, construction, and manufacturing dosts makln& _h_

advanced systems considerably more attractive (ref. 9). 7 And third, the cost I
: range shown for conventinnal plants are for those presert!y in operation, newly _

installed facilities give overall costs at the top or above each range. Figure |

10 presents the present concept in a very attractive light relative to other i "
: altarnattves and to be fair, we must again stress the one great potential d_s-

advantage, that is, the orbiting reflector power system can only apparently _e )

optimally established on a large scale. Its greatest potential is realized 1

when all possible ground stations, for a given orbit, are installed. As such,
t we are speaking of large quantities of power, enough to meet new generating i
;) needs for many years. Nonetheless, we mustnot forget that the capita] invest-
:i ment necessary to purchase thi_ large capacity is great (see fig. II). Since

this fact Is especlally true for the hlgh orbit options it is expected that =he

i lower orbit cases wlll enjoy an initial advantage even though their unit power

cost Is somewhat greater.

,I Selecting one orbit option, 4000 kmand 40" Inclination, "figure 12 pro-

_: rides soma cost sensitivities as a function of the development scenario i
I selected. This orbit is chosen from among those of Tables II and £II because ,_,+

it provides a reasonable balance between investment and power costs and could
! " provide a majority of the world's electrical needs in the year 2000. Ad_t- , _

_: ttonally, it is at an tncliw_tion which would c_rvtce the United States as _ _
, well as most of the other developed nations (i.e., the power users). The area !

.. of the "pies" represent m, lt power costs whlle the slices indicate contrlbu- _ ._

i tion_ from the various cost elemants in each scheme. Four of the options tili !

shown are from the Table III material and illustrate the reduced costs pos-
sible from improving the baseltned (solar thermal an_ a single _round station)
system. It is clearly shown that inmost cases the cost stewing from the

7In passing, it should be noted that the reflector technique, by Increas-
ing ocean insolationt can remarkably enhance ocean thermal power prospectivas.
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ground station is of overriding important ,. Thus, ground station improvements
even at the expense of increased mirror sizes are probably effective. The
lest pies show the result of increasing the area of the mlrrors in orbit by a
factor of 5--produclng about fi_o solar constants, average, to the ground
station. The results are beneficial because: (1) power output is five rises

: larger, thus keeplng the unlt power costs for the mirror and transportation ,
ele-ants _bout _onatant, and (2) at the ground stationwe ere, basically, only

increasins the energy conversion cost colpone_t--not all the collection
elements.

APPLICATIONS , _"

It i8 not the purpose of this repor_ to investigate all of the possible

i uses of thi_ system which provides solar energy with avcr_8_ hlgh Inten__;.j
and wlth minimal diurnal variation. Some possibilities are shown in figure 13.
Such uses of solar energy are nicely delineated in a recent book (ref. 12) and
include processes which er___eein use, such as water distlllatlon (desalinatlon)
and heating, crop dryina, water pumping, heating and cooling of buildlngs, and

• those of a more llmlted usage such as small scale electric power generation,
bioconCersion into fuels and chemical feedstocks (alcohol, etc.) and industr/al

process heat. It is generally true that most of these processes could be
enhanced by the space mirror system; ho_e_, thls usage would need to be
economically Justified when compared_tth _posstble large scale electric power
generation. One shov_d note that s£n_ r_flecting area is much less costly
than ground power stations, many other _plicatione nay be quite attractive.

It is interesting to note, however, that the usage for electric _aer
i generation does not necessarily preclude the above applications which can use
Q low temperature heat. Thus, if a number of national energy facilities were
_ located throughout the country., with the primary purpose of "solar farming"

the radiation for electrical output, these would in general reject ca. 50 to
80 percent of the incident energy because of the electrical or thermal ineffi-

:i ciencies of the conversion process• Rejection temperatures of high temperature
cycles could easily exceed 150 ° C, thus providing the surrounding coumunities
and industries, which will surely locate near these facilities, with the

i energy source needed for a community scale total energy system. In addition,

!l the "overload" of electrical energy produced during low electrical demand _
t periods, could well be stored by hydrostorage (punping reservoirs) or electrol-

ysis of water to produce hydrogen. °

] There are other applications of a more novel nature £nwhich the mirror
, systen could be applied. Oberth (ref. 4) has discussed some of these such as
•* providing artificial illumination of larse metropolitan areas or disaster

areas at night. It should be noted, with respect to the recent severe winter
, and the corresponding shortage of heating fuel, that continuous insolation

could also possibly be used to increase the temperature of certain regions.
Of particular £uport may be the prevention of frost on expensive or important
crops such as citrus groves, etc. Oberth has sugpsted the practicality of
irradiating frosen navigational waterways; again, this concept must await an
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engineering and economic analysis. Water evaporation from the ocesns is also

a real posstbt_tty, thus providing, at least on a local scale, the necessary
clouds to provide rain. Alternatively, local heating of the atmosphere may be /
capable of dissipating high pressure regions which prevent the flow of such

naturally occurringmotstur_ from the oceans to the drought area.

It is obvious that some applications mentione_ will not survive scientific
and economic studies, failing for example because the number of mirrors neces-

, gary to achieve the requisite intensities or spot size are unrealistic. How-
ever, the point to be made is that the mirror system can be used in a number
of useful ways, whereas the normal SPS microwave system can only generate

, electricity. There are many nations in the world which do not have the tnsa-
• ttable demands on e_e_trXc power made by the industrial countries. Their

needs are more basic: food, desalinated water for drinking and irrigation,
and fertilizers. It app_ra reasonable that the mirror system can provide

such items, by extending _he insolation period on crops, solar distillation
and pumping of water, and perhaps the production of nitrogen compounds, while
the mirrors are over these countries. Simultaneously, the companion mirrors
can be producXn8 the (exportable) conmodity: electrical power for the indus-
trialized nations. It is this multiple use vhich is unique and attractive _"

with the orbttingn_Lrror system. Further study will be necessary to fully
assess the benefits mankind may derive from it.

Incremental Approach to Total Hirror System

This brief discussion on applications shou!_ also include some relevant
considerations on the time ordering of such application arising from the
incremental implementation of such a large system. Clearly the first mirrors

_ placed in space will beused for proof-of-concept studies -- to ascertain the
technology readiness - and will therefore serve no "external" nasa. However,
as mirrors are added (see fig. 14) definite use can begin before complete sys-
tem deployme_L. The first of these would appear to be those not associated
with electrical production but rather providing low level artificial illumina-
tion or meeting agrarian needs. Because of the capabilities of solar sailing,
it should be appreciated that opportunities exist for moving the mirrors into
different configurations for different tasks as time progresses. For example,
providing continuous tllumtnatton would likely use s low reflector density
above the Earth's surface. However, these mirrors could then be brought
together to a composite cluster or focussing satellite mirror for the possible

' task of supplying higher insolation to an existing ground thermal station for

a short period of time. This may be useful for simply extending the effective
energy collection .time of the ground station near dusk; a peak load period for

' the power grid and a time durtng whtch contemplated, conventional solar instal-
lattons must rely solely on stored energy. If the single mirror orbit is
chosen properly, it will be possible to effect this dusk or peak-load-
following insolation to a number of stations around the world sequentially in
synchronism with the terminator. The flexibility inherent in this system as
a result of solar sailing, making mirror spacing and altitude (or orbital

period) changes possible, is hence a system virtue opening many possible
interim uses. Such possibilities have barely begun to be explored and need
further study.
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Of course the major cost factor in the system- the solar farm- can also
be incrementally implemented. The reasonable approach here seems to be that
of installing small farms on the.outer edges of the useful illuminated ground
spot. This allows most of the radiation to impinge unused on the central
region but, if suitably located, this "power grid" would probably ensure the
nonaimultaveous obacuration of all farms by clouds. As revenues are accumu-
lated, of course, the expansion of these farms, possibly using more advanced !
conversion methods which were developed in the interim, could be made inward
to completely use the available radiation. .

The efficacy of completing a single large U.S. ground station, of course, i
will have to be carefully assessed with respect to electrical transmission .

• losses, the reliance on a single, vulnerable power source for much of the _
nation's power needs, etc., but _n principle this would constitute the next

step on the ground. This would simultaneously be accomp.'nied by an expansion !
of the number of mirrors to the full complement of N satellite mirrors !
corresponding to the orbit desired. _

Finally, the full complement of ground stations would be installed, again
very likely at a rate consistent with revenues obtained by the sale of power

• from the earlier stations. Using nothing more than reasonable guesses at this
point in our investigation, the possible dates associated with the series of
incremental steps outlined above have been shown in figure 14.

ENVIRONMENTALIMPACT

As with any technological system of the megnitude of the solar mirror
scheme, a critical assessment o.c its environmental impact must be made. We
have begun this task and report here on some crucial areas; others will
undoubtedly be discovered. Oul conclusion is that there appear to be no major

environmental impediments.

In such an assessment it is well to consider both the positive environ- -_

mental impacts as well as the negative counterparts. Certainly the main sys- _;
tem output will be electrical power, although as mentioned above, other bene- ,_

_ ftcial outputs are possible. Hence, the first positive effect will be to
conserve fossil fuels which are currently used for el_.c_rical power seneration.
In addition, if the system is large enough, such power may well be used for
other applications, such as in transportation, where, again, fossil fuels are
presently the only economically viable option. Conservation of fossil fuels

_ would also occur if some of the system were devoted to direct thermal heating,
• such as for desalination of water, crop frost prevention, the enhancement of '

rain, or the production of chemicals.

On the negative side, however, the questions of (1) solar heat input,
_ (2) disturbances to the ionosphere, (3) atmospheric photochemistry, (4) land
_I usage, (5) light scattering, and (6) _o_tXnuous insolation all must be
_7 considered.
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It is frequently stated that, despite the inefficiency of solar farming i
, techniques, the rejected heat is not an added burden to the Earth's ecosystem , ,

since the solar radiation would have deposited that energy on the equlvalent I

area anyway. One must be cautious here, howe_er, since (1) the albedo of the

area has been modified (dark solar panels), (2) the rejected heat is now in a
concentrated form, and (3) we are here considering a system to bring down ! _
solar radiation which would not usually reach the earth. To the first problem

we must consider the global scale involved. Even the largest area mirror sys- _
• tem considered here (GEO) uses a total ground area of 8.7xi0 _ bn2. This must _

be compared with the total area of the Earth: 5.1xlO 8 Pan2. In addition, i .
other larger areas are now artificially altered -- the cultlva_lon of soll In i

, the agricultural regions of the world -- without apparent significant albedo- _
|

related effects. However, and thls is connected to the second posslble prob- _
lem, the existence of large national energy facilities or solar farms, could __

possibly influence the heat balance locally. As indicated earlier, a properly 1

engineered facility would make use of the rejected heat for community power ;
systems-- thus dispersing the energy concentration. Finally, the third ques-

tion again appears to disappear when considered on a global scale, if effec-
tive dlspersal Is made. _ _

: Possible disturbances to the various "-spheres" of the Earth's atmosphere
have not yet been analyzed. Again, two facts would appear to obviate problems.

Firstly, the transmission of sunlight through these layers is nothing new -- it _ ,
: occurs naturally. Secondly, it is again a matter of global scale -- assuming _

no nonlinear effects, this should be a negllglble contribution to the average
J

temperature, etc. of these layers. One concern, the possible deleterious
effect of removing certain molecular species f:om the region of the transmitted

beam and thus allowlng a larger fraction of the ambient sunllgh_ to pass
through thls region and reach the Earth, Is not troublesome. In fact, the _

: best estimates are that the rate of ozone production would be enhanced by the ;

mirror system, thereby making a positive (albeit small)contribution to

environmental quality. _

The question of land usage is a serious one. In all likellhood the

_: desert regions of the world would be the most advantageous sites. However, if
: the larger spot sizes discussed In this report (for GEO) were used, it has been

estimated that amtntmumof 50,000 people would be displaced in any region
_i selected in the U.S. for the solar farm. As discussed earlier, it appears

! reasonable that the lower orbit schemes would be used, thus demanding little

displacement for regions In the Southwestern U.S. and Mexico or possibly allow-
_: • Ing the sites to be located over existing water ma6ses. The latter scheme

seems, in fact, to be an ideal location based upon other considerations for
the technical operation of the solar farm. A typical spot slze In thls case

' woul d roughly occupy the area of the Salton Sea In California. As has a18o
been pointed out, the present increasing area of the world's desert regions,
due in part to a lack of irrigation water, could possibly be halted by use of
the mirror system. We can, perhaps, look at the desert or over-water area

: usage of the solar farm as the initial investment on conserving land In the
_, long run. Of course, it is very likely that some displacement of people will
_i be necessary. This unfortunate fact will have to be balanced against the
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environmental gains the system provides and, in particular, the long-term

continual supply o£ energy to them and the._r descendants, i

_' Finally, the general area o_ llght scatterln_. _-111 need careful study, i
Partlculate and Raylelgh scattering of the transmitted beams may lead to the
observabillty of these beams in the night sky even though the observer is many
miles from the ground receiver station. A general "ni3ht glow" could pos31bly
develop. The seriousness of this would, of course, be a subJe,:tlve matter.
Those living in the northern regions of the Earth have, in fact, lived com-
fortably •rlth six months of even more intense perpetual daylight per year. It
would not appear to be a serious psychological problem to most of us based

upon this experience. Hcuever, to the as;ronomar this may indeed present an ,
insur_ountable obstacle to his research: Hopefully, study will prove this
concern not to be real. But if it is, and the project is carried out, it may
necessitate a large scale use of.spAce-based telescopes for the future
endeavors of this scheme.

CONCLUSIONS

We have attempted a preliminary assessment of the solar mirror system;

its various orbital options, technology needs, uses, environmental effects, 1

and economics. The coemitmant of the nation, or the world co_uhity, to such
a means toward ultimate energy self-reliance would be a l_aJor undertaking. As
such, we should not end this report before, considering some of the salient
points of colparison between this concept a_d the other solar alternative- ]
the SPS.

_ i It was shown that the costs of power derived f_om the reflector system 4
_ could be much less than that from current fossil and nuclear sources. It also J_ appears that such costs will be 10 to 50 percent of that envisaged with the

SPS designs to date. (A similar advantage is shown over other popular

advanced systems- wind, conventional ground solar thermal, and ocean thermal.) |
_i Further, a.'.though the initial investments !:or the minimal systems (DDT&E, one i
_, station and the required satellites for _he respective systems) are nearly
:_, equal, the reflector system has the edge since it would generate several times

more power, thus deczeasing the payback period. Also, once the mirrors are in
_ place for the first station, power costs from further statiou8 are much less.
-_ It was mentioned that besides producing power the subject system could even be

used to improve the environment while the necessary SPS microwave power relay "
may cause problems. The SPS is only an interim solution to our energy needs
since it can provide only several TW to the U.S. due to filling of CEO
equatorial belt (other countries in our hemisphere may also demand space in
this prims region). One of our ref'.ector8 at that orbit could provide 16 TW
and leave room in that orbit for many others. Additionally, there are many
other orbits available for use with the reflector system. It is of interest
to also compare the technical requirements of the reflector system with the
SPS. Although both systems require advanced transportation, the traffic
demands of the reflector ere about 100 times less. Thus, much reduced R6D is

required in this area. It does appear that._re difficulties will arise with
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the mirror concept in the areas of tracking, pointing, and station keeping,

• which will require advance technology to overcome. The solar cell SPS system
requires a two to three order of magnitude reduction In cell prices to make

its system economically attractive while the mirror system could actually use

state-of-the-art reflectors. This point has additional importance since the

error in costing the reflector system Is likely to be much less. At this tlme

structural requirements, simply because they haven't been studied, appear more

formldable in the reflector case. In balance it appears that power could be
• derived from the reflector system at least 5 years prior to that of the SPS

simply because the technology is much more In hand.

' Of course, as can be seen In a recent interesting book (ref. 12), thei
history of solar energy usage is filled wlth the ultimate condemnation

afforded each attempt: it is too expensive. In general, the cost of work

produced by a solar process is a factor of five over its counterpart fossil

• fuel alternative. It is frequently stated that this ratio will decrease when
' the cost of fossil fuels increases; however, since labor and materials costs

are closely coupled to fuel costs, the cost of solar systems als rise pro-
portionately. Only when solar techniques become the dominant source of energy
and supply, such as would be the case if the solar ,grror concept were
adopted, will this correlation fail.

If one searches for the more obvious reasons for this excess cost of

: solar generated power, one finds it intimately tied to the "dtluteness" or low
: solar energy content per unit area, its variation in incidence direction, and

its temporal variation. The latter allows few hours per day during which
energy may be profitably used and, more important economically, demands expen-

! stve thermal storage to prevent the loss of this energy at night. All of
these factors lead to (1) low (when compared with fossil fuel driven processes)
cycle efficiency and (2) rather large and elaborate opto-mechanical structures.
Both combine to give not only a capital intensive system but also one which
produces power at costs which are higher than alternative sources.

- Our intent here was to make a first assessment of the impact of the solar
mirror system on this rather bleak picture. Could it provide higher intensi-
ties and less temporal variation consistent with reasonable cost? Could it be

effected with pre3ent or very near term technology? Finally, would it be
environmentally, as well as economically, attractive, especially when compared
with other near-te'_ energy solutions?

Obviously, the ultimate answers to these questions will depend upon more
complete studies. Crucial technology areas have been delineated to the beet

of our knowledge, but others may be found. The development of a suitablet

• scheme for relaytn$ energy from mirror to mirror would have a profound effect
on the system, especially upon capital investment. It is our belief that the
techniques of using radiation pressure for orbit raising, station keeping, and
mirror pointing may allow not only substantial cost reductions but also initial
and operational energy lnvest_mnt savings as opposed to the SPS which must use
propulsive fuels. Finally, a detailed study of the benefits (complexity

: reduction, increased efficiency, lower costs) which may accrue for solar farms
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when they can operate with _his effectively new source of solar radiation
should be illustrative and sharpen an assessment of the solar mirror concerts.

• /

: In spite of some uncertainties at this time, we believe the technique
outJined here appears feasible with near-term technology, is cost competitive
with alternate sources, and it provides an abundance of energy sufficient for
our foreseeable needs. In addition, it has the unique possibility of alternate

: use for needs other than the generation of electrical power.
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" ) TABLE I.- CHARACTERISTIC MEAN REFLECTOR ELEVATICNS
} AND ASSOCIAI_D LOSS FACTORS

Orbit Random Prime mirror
_tror

Altitude, Inclination, Elevation, Elevation, ! Trans_ssion Image area,km de8 ,,L dee dee efficiency relative
F

2,000 40 43.00 54.07 0.55 1.68
4,000 40 44.92 55.96 .56 1.50

_ ' 10,000 40 47.55 57.92 .56 1.33
35,800 0 52.75 .55 1.34
2,000 0 54.13 .55 1.67

• 1,400 i01.43 [ 34.48 .50 4.00

.

!

i:
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, !
TABLE III.- BUS POWER COSTS OF ORBITAL SOLAR REFL_"rOR SYSTEM MILLS/kWh

- ' ORBIT 4000 los,' - 'I0,000 k_, Geo sync 1400 km polar, !
; i = 40° i = 40" equat, sun sync
** Ground stations used I ii I 5 I i 2'

,,, , .,

*- Component

Reflectors and 7. $ O. 7 3 • 5 0.7 O. 6 7.6 3.8 ,

transportation

• DDT&E 0.6 -_ O. 1 _- _ 2.6 1.3 ;
1

* O&M 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

o Receivers 11.8 11.8 11.0 11.0 10.8 12.7 12.7
solar thermal

PhotovoZtatc, CdS 7.0 7.0 6.0 6.0 S. 7 8.2 8.2 :

Totals

Thermal 22.9 15.5 17.6 14.7 14.4 25.9 20.8

Photovoltaic 18.1 10.7 12.6 9.7 9.3 21.4 16.3
= -

i
"I
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1

(a) Illustrates the angular subtense of the Sun and its effect on spot size
with a nonfocussing (planar) mirror.

i

' Figur_ 1.- Limitations on the minimal ground spot size arising from the
angular size of the Sun.

!
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s (b) Illustrates how a focussing mirror can be simulated with an array of .,
i properly positioned and oriented mirrors.

Figure i.- Concluded.

1
I
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b SUN-SYNCHRONOUS:ORBIT
[ (i- 101.4°. h"1400 km) GEOSTATIONARYORBIT •
[

l (i-_ h- 35.800 km)

I
l

; EQUATORIALORBIT
i

(i'O°. h" 2000 km)

, _ INCLINEDORBIT
_ ! (i" 40°. h'4000 kmAND

_ 2000 AND10,000 km)

Fisure 2.- Orbits examined in this report. Dashed lines indicate partial
radial projections onto Earth's surface. For clarity, the seostationary
orbit 81ze is shovn belov scale.
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,i
Figure 3.- Ground trace of three equt-longitude (Lo, L!, and L2) iso- _

I inclination orbits in viev heatsphere, each containlng a satellite _Lrror _,"_.
_ _, Hi, and _, respectlveIT. Mirror locations shown at tlm. t o sod ,_

staggered so that a ground station at latitude _ will be intercepted by , .:
N! at t 1, M_ at t2, etc. Proper integer orb£ts insure mirror passage
through statlon's zenith _ice daisy. . ,:_

, _"_

_Q
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SOLAR_ADIATION

, /DIURNAL ' 1
REFLECTED

NORTHPOLE ._
GROUNDSTATION

Figure 4.- Orbital geometry. The 8aCe111te mirror Is described by distance
coordinate re + h and angle coordinate _ measured from the center of _
the Earth. Corresponding coordinates measured from the ground station, _
situated at latitude _, are S and 9, respectively, where e is measured _ _+,'_
relative to the local horizon. The orbital altitude, measured from the

Earth's surface Is h. A cone of m_iNumutility (defined _.n the text) , ,_
is shown; it is characterized by a vievtng elevation angle _

e - ±Jeminl " ±30° in this report, and a corresponding angle _m which ,,_,";_
is a function of esin and h .... _,
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'I 1

• • 3 hr PERIOD

• 4185 km ALTITUDE

• • 45° INCLINATION
VIEWINGCONE(8M"30°1

\ GROUNDSTATION

i_,i',i'_i2__ _iiliii!_iiiiiiiii_....! f I_ 4son

,°.
__[ I __I 1.....I ....I iiiiiill......._1

. l 0 °180° 180°
"i L
't

Figure 5.- Ground traces from three successive passes of an integer orbit

I mlrror vlth a three hour period (45 ° Inclination and 4185-km altitude).
As shown, in a 24-hour period, thz. of the elght orbits wlll be in vlev

::i _ of the ground station and two trill _.aas through Its zenith.

o
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WINTERSHADOW

_il MAXIMUM/ /
_ N ORBITALPLANE / I_ .... I , / +23.5° DEC21

SEPT AR _

_a !
_': _"''r''"' S EQUATOR _ -23.5° JUNE21/\

: _ SUMMERSHADOW !
MAXIMUM

!

Figure 6.- Orblt relations to Earth and Sun wlth Earth reference showlng
, apparent seasonal movement of the Earth-Sun llne causing the orbit angle _) i

to change resulting I_ various fractions of that orbit being eclipsed t

_; by tl,e Earth. The orblt Incllnatlon, 1, to the equator is, to a flrst /
"'" order, flxed.
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Figure 7.- Relay mirror concept, allowing full utilization of all lulrror8for
a limited number of receiving stations and a possible reduction in indi- ,

vldual mirror size and total system mirror area. _ .<_
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i MASS'6OOOkg/km2 !

- I SOLARINCIDENCE
i "I-4GW/Am2

i I. ENERGYSTORAGE
r FLYWHEEL

, t

. i Figure 8.- Schematic of a cluster airror. H1rror is one of the "free-flyers"
which comprise the total array or satellite aXrror. Tensional, probably

-, _ hexapnal mirror elements, form the surface shown. The structure is a
., :. low-mass, high strength (probably composite material) boom-stays- and
_ 8uys-acrangeunt similar to that under development for the Solar Sail

! Program. Composite material flyvheels, at the ends of the booms, may be
used to provide orientational (pointing) torques. Such a structure
would be deployed at approximately 800-kin altitude and solar sailed to
its operational altitude.

?
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ABSORPTIONCOEFF=a
REFLECTIONCOEFF=b

a+b=l

i blo (REFLECTED)

Figure 9.- Radiation pressure forces exerted on a partially absorbing and
reflecting material sheet.
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Figure 10.- Comparison of conventtonel and advanced electric power generation
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• Figure 12.- Cost breakdown for a typical orbit option, 40OO-km altitude and a
' 40 ° inclination, The eff_,:t of multiple ground stations, radiation con-l

! version option and reflectzd intensity on coral bus power cost and its
coetirg elements is shown.
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Figure 13.- Mirror system applications, illustrating the multiple i,_e, the
simultaneous use, and the Incremen al possibilities of this system which
are not possessed by other solar satellite energy schemes.
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J Figure 14.- Incremental implementation approach. Best-guess estimates of how

technology readiness, R&D, and economic-polltlcal considerations would

allow the system employment to attain full supply of world energy needs.
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